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Talk-Abstract

The Hubble expansion rate as a function of the redshift H(z) can be derived
by measuring cosmological luminosity or angular diameter distances. These
distances are measured using apparent luminosity or angular scale observations
of objects that have fixed absolute luminosity or fixed comoving size (distance
calibrators) assumed known in the context of standard physical mechanisms.
The most useful early universe distance calibrator is the scale rs of the sound
horizon at recombination which can be observed at the recombination redshift
(z=1100) through the CMB anisotropy spectrum and at low redshifts (z=O(1))
through Baryon Acoustic Oscilations (BAO) of the large scale structure power
spectrum.
The most useful late universe calibrator is the absolute magnitude M of Type
Ia supernovae calibrated eg by using Cepheid variable stars. The form of H(z)
measured using late universe calibrators is offset by the H(z) measured using
early universe calibrators by 9%. This difference is statistically significant at
a level of more than 4σ and is known as the H0 problem for standard ΛCDM
cosmology as it also affects the present value of H(z)(H(z = 0) = H0 )[5, 2, 6].
I will review the origin and the observational status of this problem. I will also
discuss physical mechanisms that can explain this 9% difference in the value
of H0 by modifying the early universe calibrator rs (early universe models[4]),
by modifying the form of H(z) away from ΛCDM at late times (late universe
models I[1]) or by modifying the late universe calibrator M (late universe models
II[3]).
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Date-Time

Friday December 18 at 12:00 (Greece)
Click here for the Zoom link (authentication required).
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Figure 1: The Hubble expansion rate H(z) from early universe calibrator compared to the value of H(z = 0) obtained using the late universe calibrator M
(blue datapoint point). The other datapoints shown (BAO) are calibrated using
the early universe calibrator.
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